from the tap

how strong

dockyard black anchor porter (bda)

6.0%

$10

anchor liberty ale (ny)

5.9%

$12

dockyard trunk island pale ipa (bda)

5.7%

$10

weihenstephan (german)

5.4%

$13

augustiner brau munchen (german)

5.2%

$14

harp lager (ireland)

4.71%

$11

boddingtons pale ale (uk)

4.6%

$12

kilkenny ale (ireland)

3.8%

$10

* tasting trio any 3 of the above for $11 *

how much

with lid
chimay red premium (belgium)
how strong

7.0%

how much

750ml $19 . 330ml $12

a little story

the chimay "première" was the first beer brewed at the
notre-dame de scourmont abbey by the trappist fathers
in 1862.

note

silky with a light bitter touch. this trappist beer possesses a beautiful
coppery colour that makes it particularly attractive. topped with a
creamy head, it gives off a slight fruity apricot smell from the
fermentation. the aroma felt in the mouth is a balance confirming the
fruit nuances revealed to the sense of smell.

pyramid thunderhead ipa (washington)
how strong

6.7%

how much

$9

a little story

1984 we began as hart brewing, inc., founded by beth hartwell, who
launches our flagship brand of pyramid ales. we find our home on the
banks of the columbia river in kalama, wa. our inaugural pyramid beer,
pale ale, is one of the first american microbrews.

note

a golden nectar with a striking floral aroma, thunderhead holds a
harmonious balance between its bold hop bitterness and subtle malt
backbone.

dundee india pale ale (ny)
how strong

6.3%

how much

$9

a little story

starting with the sailors of the east india
company way back in the 1790s. why? without
them, brewers might never have developed the
more strongly hopped pale ales we all enjoy so
much nowadays. ours is balanced and bright,
with a soft, freshly baked aroma and subtle
hints of spice. so enjoy one today. and while
you’re at it, try learning the “anchor bend” knot.
it was another favorite of the “east indiamen,”
and a fitting tribute indeed.

note

bold and bitter. discover a boldly hopped ipa. pale, crystal, and caramel
malts give this beer a delicious flavor profile while a perfect mixture of
four hops create a distinctive, spicy aroma and long hoppy finish. this
beer finishes as smoothly as it begins.

esb champion ale (uk)
how strong

5.9%

how much

$9

a little story

esb was launched into the fuller's family in 1971, as a winter brew to
replace a beer named old burton extra. the potential of the beer was
soon realised and esb was installed as a permanent fixture, creating an
immediate impact. with three camra beer of the year awards, two
world champion beer awards, and numerous other gold medals to
speak of, esb is, quite simply, the champion ale.

note

esb has a wonderful rich mahogany appearance. taking in the nose, the
beer is bursting with cherry and orange, balanced by soft malty toffee
and caramel notes. the flavour delivers everything you would expect
from such a full-bodied ale.

bluemoon (colorado)
how strong

5.4%

how much

$9

a little story

at blue moon brewing company, we believe
brewing is an art. and it’s been that way
since our head brewmaster and founder,
keith villa, first created blue moon belgian
white belgian-style wheat ale back in 1995
in downtown denver, colorado.

note

you’ll notice a zesty orange fruitiness with a light spicy wheat aroma.
the flavor starts crisp and tangy and ends with a coriander and orange
spiciness. the valencia orange peel gives a subtle sweetness to the beer.
the oats give the beer a nice creamy body, so it’s not too thin. our
belgian white has a slow finish of coriander and orange spiciness.

asahi super dry (japan)
how strong

5.2%

how much

$10

a little story

since its debut in japan in 1987 as the first ”karakuchi”(dry) beer,asahi
super dry has set a new standard in japanese brewing. over the years
super dry has continued to expandits popularity while offering
refreshing good taste and drinking pleasure.

note

clean and crisp with a restrained bitterness and
a subtle citrus aroma, this light golden beer was
japan's first "dry" lager. its deft, distinct dryness

comes from a carefully concise fermentation
period, a minimum four week maturation
period and the traditional addition of a small
amount of rice.

tegernseer hell lager (germany)
how strong

5.2%

how much

$13

a little story

the ducal bavarian brauhaus tegernsee is the successor of a
supposedly founded in 1050 brewery on tegernsee ,

note

it's a typical aroma for the style - lots of grassy hops,
unobtrusive malts, and some diacetyl. at first, the buttery
diacetyl presence (just like in the aroma) comes fairly strongly.
luckily, it smooths out into nicely crisp, hoppy bite on the
finish. some slight fruitiness will try to build up, as well. what
you would expect from the style. light and crisp to be sure. it's
got good carbonation.

magic hat #9 (vermont)
how strong

5.1%

how much

$9

a little story

magic hat brewing company is a craft brewery located in south
burlington, vermont. it began production in 1994 in burlington,
vermont, and moved to its current location in 1997. in 2010 it was
acquired by north american breweries of rochester, ny. it currently
brews 4 year-round beers and 4 seasonals, and one-off batches. it had
65 employees in 2005. there were 129 employees in 2008 after the
company purchased pyramid breweries.

note

a sort of dry, crisp, refreshing, not quite pale ale, #9 is really impossible to
describe because there’s never been anything else quite like it. our secret
ingredient introduces a most unusual aroma profile which is balanced with a
residual sweetness.

peroni (italy)
how strong

5.1%

how much

$8

a little story

peroni is the peroni company's original brand, and
according to assobirra, the second best selling pale
lager in italy. the peroni company was established
under the founding family name in the town of
vigevano, italy (1846). the company was moved to
rome by giovanni peroni in 1864, six years prior to
rome becoming the italian capital in 1870.
throughout the late 19th and early 20th centuries,
the company became one of the most prominent
brewing companies in the newly unified italian
nation.

note

brewed using the finest spring barley malts and hops, its taste is
slightly bitter. a refreshing smooth lager

san miguel light (philippines)
how strong

5.0%

how much

$7

a little story

san miguel beer was first produced by la fabrica de
cerveza de san miguel, a small brewery in the
philippines that began its operations in 1890. in
1963, the brewery was renamed san miguel
corporation.

note

pours a clear light yellow with a foamy white head that settles to a film
on top of the beer. small dots of lace form around the glass on the
drink down. smell is of malt, grain, and some corn and vegetal aromas.

taste is much the same with a mild hop bitterness on the palate with
each sip. this beer has a low level of carbonation with an almost flat
mouthfeel.

könig pilsner(german)
how strong

4.9%

how much

$13

a little story

könig pilsener is a truly authentic german pilsener that was first sold
by that name in 1911, and is brewed with careful attention to
traditional methods, but expert quality control through the use of
modern day technology. for over a century, beer lovers worldwide
have been enjoying this approachable, easy-drinking brew.

note

expect a pale straw color topped by a brilliant white frothy head. look
for a crisp, clean, classic pilsner aroma showcasing notes of grassy,
lemony hops, fresh-brewed grains, a slight kiss of honey, and a very
subtle yeasty mustiness in the background, characteristic of bavarianstyle pilsners.

ruddles county (uk) *500ml
how strong

4.7%

how much

$11

a little story

the brewery was established in 1858 in langham, rutland but it was
not bought by george ruddle until 1912. langham remained the home
of the brewery until its closure in 1999. the company lost its
independence

in

1986

and

passed

through

the

ownership

of watneys and was then bought by grolsch in 1992. the value of the
brewery and brands had dropped to £4.8m when it was sold
to morland

&

co in

1997.

morlands

moved

production

to abingdon only for that site to be closed by greene king which took
over morlands in 2000.

note

rich amber-orange hue with a completely haze-free body and a
moderate effervescence. head poured a thin finger of frothy ivory foam.

malty concoction with a definite caramel character and nice, earthy
hops. mild, but well-composed. light malty flavor with caramel,
breadiness and a moderate bitterness. lightish body with a decent
carbonation and effervescent prickliness.

london pride(uk)
how strong

4.7%

how much

$8

a little story

fuller's brewery (full name fuller, smith &
turner p.l.c) is an independent family regional
brewery founded

in

1845

and

based

inchiswick, west london.

note

fruitiness in the form of pear and apple with a light toast and some
noteworthy light caramel. hops resound with more herbal and grassy
character that carries out with some crispy bitterness in the finish.
dries out slightly with a familiar quince note. light in alcohol, but filling.
modestly carbonated with a smooth body.

sam adams boston lager (boston)
how strong

4.7%

how much

$8

a little story

samuel adams boston lager helped lead the
american beer revolution, reviving a passion for
full-bodied brews that are robust and rich with
character. since 1984, samuel adams boston
lager has used only the finest hand-selected
ingredients to create this perfectly balanced,
complex and full-bodied original brew.

note

samuel adams boston lager uses only the finest ingredients, including
two-row malted barley and bavarian noble hops. the sole use of tworow barley not only imparts a full, smooth body but also gives the beer
a wide spectrum of flavor ranging from toffee to toasted. the noble

hops we use – they’re hand selected by jim koch and our brewers from
the world’s oldest hop growing areas

yeungling lager (pennsylvania)
how strong

4.4%

how much

$9

a little story

d. g. yuengling & son is the oldest operating brewing company in
the united states, established in 1829. it is one of the largest breweries
by volume in the country. yuengling is pronounced ying-ling, and is an
anglicized version of jüngling, its founder's surname and the german
term for "young man".

note

it's a very copper looking beer. a light amber, that has this look that
automatically makes you wonder "could there be flavor there?" the
head appears, but its thin, and disappears before even finishing this
sentence.

spit fire (uk)
how strong

4.5%

how much

$11

a little story

shepherd name is an english regional brewery founded in
1698 in faversham, kent. it is a family owned brewery
that produces a range of cask ales and filtered beers.
production is around 230,000 barrels a year. it owns
around 360 pubs, predominantly in kent, london
and south east england.

note

the glowing amber of this premium kentish ale has wonderfully
generous aromas of tangy malt, soft raisins and sweet oranges,
freshened by the floral, grassy notes of three different kent-grown hop
varieties (flowery target, tangy first gold and orange-fragrant east kent
goldings). in the mouth, the finely balanced flavour opens with a blast

of rounded malt before the rousing, almost spicy hops follow through
to provide a complex, multi-layered finish.

black sheep ale (uk) *500ml
how strong

4.4%

how much

$ 13

a little story

the intention was to create something radically different from the
traditional beer bottle label. initially inspired by the practice of “hot
branding” sheep flocks, the design aimed to create a distinctive and
eye-catching “hot branded” label.
despite being updated over the years, the label remains true to its
original design and is one of the most recognized beer labels on the
market today - a fact that's reflected by black sheep ale's regular
position in the top ten best-selling bottles beers in the uk.

note

black sheep ale is a full flavored, premium bitter with a rich fruity
aroma. handfuls of choice golding hops give it a bittersweet, roast
coffee maltiness followed by black sheep’s characteristic long, dry and
bitter finish.

lagunitas (california)
how strong

6.2%

how much

$9

a little story

lagunitas ipa was our first seasonal way back in 1995. the recipe was
formulated with malt and hops working together to balance it all out
on your ‘buds so you can knock back more than one without wearing

yourself out. big on the aroma with a hoppy-sweet finish that’ll leave
you wantin’ another sip.

note

pours light gold with a fizzy, all-white head. citrus fruits and light floral
hops in the aroma, with some mild caramel. decently hoppy flavor,
some more citrus, some grass, a little earth. finishes very crisp and dry.
light to medium in body with lively carbonation.

red stripe (jamaica)
how strong

4.7%

how much

$8

a little story

red stripe was first produced in 1938 from a
recipe developed by paul h. cotter (the son of
founder e. p. cotter) and bill martindale.
beginning in 1976, red stripe has been brewed
under license in the uk by the bedford based
brewers, charles wells and is packaged in
484 ml (17.0 imp fl oz; 16.4 u.s. fl oz) aluminum
cans.

note

red stripe's aroma is grainy sweet with just a hint of sweet apples. it's
flavor follows suit with a generally nondescript sweetness and a
healthy carbonation sting on the tongue. around the middle of the drink
some hops peak through then quickly scuttle away as a lingering
sweetness hangs in the mouth. the beer has a full mouth feel and a
generally fuller flavor than most light lagers.

corona extra (mexico)
how strong

4.6.0%

how much

$8

a little story

very few people know who actually brews corona, most people are
under the impression that corona is the name of the company itself,
but on the contrary; corona is merely a brand the company puts out.
the actual name of the company that produces corona is called the
modelo group or groupo modelo.

note

corona pours with a pale straw color and is very clear with a medium
white head. the nose is subtle with the barest suggestion of hops. its
flavor is equally subtle with just a bit of sweetness. there is an
appreciable lager smack at the end with some lingering hops.

corona light (mexico)
how strong

3.9%

how much

$8

a little story

introduced in late 1981, corona's light taste dovetailed perfectly with a
growing consumer trend toward light-tasting beer.

note

the beer pours a light and pale yellow golden in color. there is quite a
bit of carbonation and a tall half-inch of pure white foamy head. the
aroma is light, corn, cooked corn, apple, with a very light flowery
note. the taste is even lighter than the aroma, hard to pick out many
distinct flavors, just a very light lager beer. while the flavor is
incredibly light, it is not off-putting in any way. the carbonation is
noticeable, but not stinging. however, the overall effect is fairly watery,
with the slightest hint of corn-like creaminess.

kirin ichiban (japan)
how strong

4.49%

how much

$8

a little story

“ichiban” means number one! kirin ichiban is made with a luxurious
single wort (or first press) brewing process which extracts only the
purest, most flavorful portion of the finest ingredients.

note

when combined with its new all malt formula, the result is a
distinctively smooth, clean, and full-bodied beer—yet with none of the
bitter aftertaste one would expect from a beer with this much flavor. a
distinctively rich flavor, smooth finish, no bitter aftertaste.

ringwood boondoggle (uk) *500ml
how strong

4.2%

how much

$ 12

a little story

boondoggle is an american term first coined in the 1920’s. boondoggle
is a word meaning 'work of little value' which we have interpreted to
mean 'jolly' or ‘any excuse for a pint’.

note

a hoppy aroma with a citrus punch. a well balanced moreish fruity
taste. a blonde and luscious ale – the perfect excuse. brewed with the
finest english pale malt, first gold and fuggles hops.

scrumpy jack cider (england)
how strong

6.0%

how much

$10

a little story

it was first produced in 1973 by symonds cider
and english wine company of stoke lacy. the
family firm was taken over by greenall &
whitley in 1984 and sold to bulmers in 1989.
exports of scrumpy jack began to ireland in
1990, spain in 1991 and sweden in 1992. in
2000, uk sales exceeded 200 million litres.

note

sweeter than beer but nothing like the syrupy taste of soda pop,
scrumpy jack satisfies thirst, delivers a polite kick and stands alone or
goes with any kind of pub food or snacks

crabbies (scotland)
how strong

5.0%

how much

$9

a little story

crabbie’s original alcoholic ginger beer is part of
scotland’s famous crabbie clan, founded in 1801
in the ancient scottish port of leith.

note

the ginger in crabbie’s original alcoholic ginger beer is steeped for up
to 8 weeks to produce its deep, deliciously spicy flavor.

beer encyclopaedia
additives

enzymes, preservatives and/or antioxidants that are added to clarify
or preserve beer, or to improve head retention – never found in abita
beer.

alcohol by volume

(abv) amount of alcohol in beer expressed as a percentage of total beer
volume.

ale

a type of beer brewed using top-fermenting yeast. the yeast also
prefers warmer temperatures, 55 to 75 degrees fahrenheit.

aroma

the smell of a beer. descriptive terms like fruity, flowery, spicy, malty
and many others can be used.

aromatic hops

flowers of the hop vine that are added during the later part of the beermaking process to enhance a beer's aroma.

balance

when all the beer's elements are in perfect proportion.

barley

a grain used for making beer. it is first malted, mashed, and then the
sugary liquid formed during the mash, called wort, is fermented.

barrel

a unit of measurement. in the united states, a barrel holds 31.5 us
gallons.

bitter

having a sharp taste. bitterness is measured in international bitterness
units (ibu).

bittering hops

flowers of the hop plant that are added during the first part of the beer
making process to counteract the natural sweetness of the brew.

bock

a strong lager served to warm the drinker during the coldest months
of the year.

body

the texture and weight of a beer in the mouth. a beer can be thin or
full-bodied.

brew master

the supervisor of the brewing process at a brewery.

carbon dioxide

(co2) a natural by-product of fermentation that gives beer its bubbles,
or carbonation.

draft

a method of dispensing beer from kegs.

dry hopping

the addition of dry hops to fermenting or aging beer to increase its hop
character or aroma.

fermentation

yeast converts sugars in beer into ethyl alcohol and carbon dioxide
(co2). the co2 provides the natural carbonation in beer.

flavouring hops

flowers of the hop vine that are added during the beer making process
to add hop flavour and aroma to the brew.

hop tea

hops are steeped in hot water and the different aromas are evaluated
for use in brewing.

hoppy

having the aroma of hops, but not the bitterness.

hops

the flowers of the hop plant. grown on a climbing vine, hop flowers
resemble a green pine cone. hops balance the sweetness of the malted
barley, add flavours and aromas to the brew and make the yeast work
better.

